Right now, as we speak, I am en route to Milwaukee for my debate with Robert Price, one of
the best known Mythicists on the planet (for those of you who don’t know, a Mythicist
claims that Jesus was a myth made up by early Christians; there never was a historical
figure, Jesus of Nazareth). Of the many thousands of scholars in the world that have a PhD
in New Testament or Early Christian studies he is the one, so far as I know, who takes this
position.
The fact that almost everyone thinks he is wrong does mean that he *is* wrong of course.
For a long time the vast majority of the world’s population thought that the earth was the
center of the universe and that sun and stars revolved around it. The fact they thought so
had no bearing on whether it was true or not.
For that reason, Mythicists have often gotten upset with me for pointing out that almost no
one with any qualifications in the requisite fields of scholarship agrees with them. I can see
why that would be upsetting. My sense is that some of them think that I’ve been rubbing
their noses in it. But that isn’t really my intent. My intent is to point out to anyone who is
interested – for example, someone who just doesn’t know what to think – that those who are
qualified to speak knowledgeably on such subjects are virtually unified on one view (there
was a historical Jesus of Nazareth) and opposed to the other (he is a complete myth).
That isn’t quite the same as …
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